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enable eBooks to “handshake” with the rest of the library’s technology, digital rights that determine print and download restrictions, archiving issues, etc. These may affect users’ attitudes about eBooks and their ability to use them, but users don’t connect these conditions to such things as print annoyances. It is the negotiator who must determine the priority to give to issues that directly affect the user. The higher the priority the negotiator gives to solving user frustrations, the more likely eBooks will be used and used often. If the acquisitions librarian is not the negotiator, he or she can be proactive about identifying and communicating user priorities to the negotiator on the users’ behalf. This is where acquisitions and the user are clearly connected. In larger libraries, where acquisitions is more divorced from the public interface, it can be particularly difficult to remember that actions and a sense of urgency about these issues are as important to users as the face-to-face interactions they have with public services librarians.

**Individual eBooks**

What are also entering the system in increasing numbers are individual eBooks separate from packages. These may be less easy to manage because we are just figuring out how to handle them, but they are important as they are selector-driven and chosen with the library’s particular users in mind. While the purchase of a print book inherently implies a contract, we have rarely had to sign one or deal with a shrink-wrap license, although both happen occasionally. With eBooks, however, there will likely be more of both. This will increase acquisitions workload, but as libraries develop lists of required, desired, and optional features, hopefully, priority will be given to users’ direct and overt needs.

**The Future Evolution of the eBook**

A more complicated issue is predicting the future. As librarians, we participate with vendors in discussions about the future, but in daily life, most of us react to industry developments. Many of us work in small or medium libraries, coping with constrained budgets, and not in large libraries that influence the future through Google partnerships and other initiatives. Further, while vendors stay abreast of industry developments, once they have products, they also react to stay competitive. They must stay in business today with their current products as well as survive transitions to the future, let alone creating that future. As a result, many of us, vendor or librarian, put aside the cutting edge to cope with today, instead of planning for potential future scenarios.

An interesting article in the Miami Herald addressed the question of the slow adoption of eBooks, in this case e-textbooks. The article quotes Bill McKenna, director of digital products at Follett, which operates more than 700 college bookstores: “Publishers are having a hard time figuring out what they need to do.” Follett has about 1,000 titles in digital form and the e-version is about half the price of the print version. Yet, they’re not selling. The reasons cited are “lack of knowledge, poor marketing, and few choices,” yet publishers persist “so when an opportunity comes up, they can act on it quickly.” Once students and parents catch on, which will happen with reduced costs and publisher drive, and once faculty experience pressure to choose an e-version either from students or from the university’s growing use of online courses requiring links to learning management systems, e-textbooks will likely take off. That, in turn, will drive the demand for library-provided eBooks, probably also linked to learning management systems, and we would be advised to be ready. Other drivers come from both inside and outside the industry. After hurricane Katrina, for example, Springer gave eBooks to seven New Orleans universities in what was described by recipients as an “unprecedented” gift. This could create a strong market in the New Orleans area.